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Part 1: Acme Manufacturing Company

       While analyzing the case study of Acme Manufacturing Company, I found quite a few things wrong with the way 

production manager, Steve Arnold, was handling his managerial duties. Just from observing one day of work I was able to

identify numerous situational errors. In order to become a better manager, Steve must first organize his workload and start

planning ahead for preparation. If he makes necessary changes and communicates the remaining issues hopefully upper 

management can step in to address and fix the issues. 

        During his average Tuesday, Steve's very first mistake was the fact that he was running late and still decided to stop and

talk to a friend about a non-business related subject. This is a small, but common error that caused a waste of twenty

additional minutes in his work day. Nixing the conversation entirely would be ideal but five minutes would be more 

appropriate. Being late to work because of a previous job related task is likely to be more acceptable than personal 

conversation. 

     If Steve was more organized his dysfunctional morning would have gone smoother because he would have been prepared 

for what was ahead. The first indication that he had a disorganized workload was the fact he did not keep up with is e-mails. 

This is obviously a primary source for important information at his job considering this included details of his meeting with 

his boss. 
	   
      Indications that Steve struggles with organization only just begins with the the missed emails. He was oblivious to the 

fact he delegated a task to someone who was not gaurenteed to complete it. In doing so he failed to follow up with rush order 

that Lucy was supposed to take care of. Another example is Steve taking a 1.5 hour lunch break to attended a unprogressive 

meeting with someone who he could not benefit. If he inquired about what Mr. Ferris was meeting with him about Steve 

could have referred him to the engineer sooner and gotten more productive work accomplished. 

      In order for Steve to have a more productive and less stressful work day there a few changes to his routine that he must 

make.  Steve needs to concentrate on thoroughly keeping up with his calendar and scheduling. If he can not organize it all on 

his own, it is his responsibility to delegate more responsibly to his secretary, Ruth. Additionally, Steve needs better time 

management. Being late and unprepared only leads to more confusion. This happens especially when one does not 

communicate that they fell behind. If self admittance occurs, Steve could have received a quick recap and provided his own 

thoughts. Instead he wasted time and had no benefit. If Steve fixes these flaws and still has issues, it could potentially be he is 

overloaded with work. If this is the case he would need to communicate this to upper management to get assistance with the 

bigger issue. 




Part 2: Manager’s Workshop
	    
      During the Manger's Workshop, I was able to see comparative data that would have otherwise been impossible for me to 

find out based on just observation. This helps influence certain decisions for change. Comparing my average to Student and 

Manager data helped realize how much control I have for change on certain issues. 

       When overlooking the results I was informed that Organization was my highest rated in job satisfaction. I agree with this 

because I fully appreciate my company. This did not surprise me because I often stand behind the standards and ethics that 

my company produces. When comparing them to others I was not surprised to be above average student and manger data. I 

often feel lucky and grateful for the accommodations my company makes that others do not. 
	     
        Most of the time when I have issues with my company its not their direct practices, it is the direct supervision I receive. 

Evidence of this statement was proven when I scored lowest in the Supervision category. Sometimes I come across managers 

I work with that handle the shift with unprofessionalism and disorientation. I would be unhappy because I felt limitation to 

develop and improve work conditions.  I was below average for the student and manager data which mostly surprised me 

because I did not realize I was that unsatisfied. I recently received a promotion as a manager and currently have less issues 

with the authority I previously had to work under. This reflects positively because the company and I were able to 

analyze the problem and find a simple solution. 

      After using the Job Satisfaction Self-Assessment I now understand the traits of what make a work environment the best or 

worst it can be. It also shows how much value managers and students have for these categories. As a manager I have the 

ability to be in control and alter some aspects that may not be up to satisfaction. I scored high above average for the 

Coworkers category. This confirms that I believe in the strong relationships that I've developed with my Coworkers. 
 
       When reviewing the results of my Motivation Style Self-Assessment I found that my lowest dimension was Theory Y vs. 

Theory X. I was surprised by this because the results told me that usually these low scores indicate that I believe people are 

generally unsatisfied and unmotivated at work. I have witnessed opposite of this in my work environment and was shocked 

to see the results were different. I think that if people enjoy absolutely any aspect of their job that they will have limitless 

motivation and enthusiasm. The difficult part is channeling that portion of the coworker that needs a bit of stimulation to 

thrive and develop. 
   
        On the other side, I found that Employee Participation was my highest rating. It was in the line of average with student 

and manger data. I strongly agree that organizations should let employees in on how the business is being managed.  I often 

witness situations where the line of communication get lost between those who work with the public to those who working 

with numbers in office buildings. In order to minimize communication errors and increase profit, employees at every tier 

should be involved in as many ways as possible. 	    

    The Motivation Style Self-Assessment helped me see different ways to motivate those I work with. I previously knew that I 

enjoy getting employees involved in every way and this assessment helped confirm that is why my style of motivation revolves 

around employee value. 







